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SHIPPED
THE GOODS

IN THE
FIELD

Two women are out to disrupt,
collaborate and connect to make sure
the cannabis industry moves forward.
BY / E LAN A FR AN KEL
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Danniel Swatosh
(left) and Solonje
Burnett, cannavists
and cofounders
of Humble Bloom

HUMBLE BLOOM
IS COMMITTED
TO CONSCIOUS
CONSUMERISM
AND ELEVATING
BRANDS BUILT
BY WOMEN
AND POC.”
THE COFOUNDERS
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t the end
of 2018, a group of 30 people
boarded a van in New York City
and traveled upstate to a hemp farm
for the weekend. While they varied
in gender, age, race, sexual identity
and socioeconomic background,
what connected them was a love
and respect for cannabis as well as
a curiosity about the plant. By the
end of the immersion experience,
which included a community
harvest, workshops (one specifically
on CBD), discussions, a sound bath,
music and meditation, the 30 people
had listened, learned, developed
friendships, collaborated and even
shed tears. What facilitated the
success and is part of the DNA
in everything that the hosts create:
diversity. The experience was an
inclusive one, exemplified by the
participants’ different backgrounds
as well as the women and men who
led the events—and this bridged
the various communities.
The organizers are Danniel
Swatosh and Solonje Burnett,
cannavists and cofounders
of Humble Bloom. They are
focused on pioneering a cultural
paradigm shift, breaking stigmas
and shattering stereotypes in the
cannabis space. “Our mission
is to elevate consumer and brand
consciousness while shaping
the culture through immersive
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THE GOODS

The main focus:
inclusionary
growth, through
collaboration
with conscious
partnerships.

1

HUMBLE BLOOM
HAS CREATED
A COMMUNITY OF
REVOLUTIONARIES
AND VISIONARIES
WHO ARE MOVING
THIS INDUSTRY
FORWARD.
OUR MISSION IS
TO HUMANIZE
EXPERIENCES
WITH CANNABIS.”
THE COFOUNDERS
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experiences—melding together
advocacy, brand strategy and
education—to connect people to
the plant and its potential to heal
our bodies, our communities
and the Earth,” says Swatosh.
The duo took the group out
of their element and comfort zone,
from urban to rural. They focused
on conscious consumerism, farming
and creation. They provided a space
for participants to find common
threads (even though, on the
surface, they may have all seemed
different). “We believe in inclusive

growth,” says Burnett. “We are
both stronger and more innovative
with diverse thoughts and varied
voices in the room.”
Open dialogue, respect for
difference and collaboration are key.
From brand strategy and content
curation to partnerships and
multisensory experiences, Humble
Bloom is a company that hosts its
signature HB Field Trip series;
provides programming in a variety
of communities, from universities
to private member clubs, as well as
programming in various cities
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(Breaking the Grass Ceiling, for
example); and creates comedic
content, dinner experiences and
educational and brand-strategy
workshops. Their belief that
progressive change happens with
grassroots efforts has served them
well. “Because cannabis is not
federally legal—that double-edged
sword—there are opportunities
for small businesses in ways there
have not been in a long time,” says
Swatosh. “It’s truly a green space
where anyone—well, not anyone—
can bring their visions to the table.”

The phrase “not anyone” is
what Humble Bloom challenges.
“Nepotism, elitism, racism and all
the other isms block the majority
from having a chance at success or a
seat at the table,” says Burnett.
“It is my hope that we can find
ways to redirect the trajectory of
cannabis culture through conscious
partnerships, advocacy coalitions
and thoughtful communication.”
And, perhaps, redirect it to
Burnett’s cannabis happiness:
“Plant freedom. No plant should
be illegal. Let’s heal together.”
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1 / Humble Bloom bridges
communities through immersion
events. 2 / A compatible-plants
workshop. 3 / Family-style
meals bring everyone together.
4 / Participants walk hemp
fields, harvest flower and connect
more deeply with the plant.
5 / A product marketplace
introduces new ideas. 6 / The
joy of live music throughout
the day brings good vibes.
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